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●About the Report
Corporate Social Responsibility (thereafter referred to as CSR) is no doubt the key to sustainable 
development for corporates. With the concept of “both taking from and giving back to the 
community”, Topview proactively realizes, when making profits, CSR and be responsible for all 
related parties including the employees, clientele, shareholders, suppliers, communities, social 
organizations, government and so forth to completely fulfil our social responsibilities.
Through the 2 decades since the inception of Topview, by the steadily outstanding performances, 
we also provide more job opportunities to facilitate the social development.
Topview hopes to showcase our company's commitment and achievements related to the 
implementation of sustainable development, and as a tool to communicate with interested parties, 
so that stakeholders have a better trust and understanding of Topview.

●Guideline of Report
This report is mainly in accordance with the core items from the GRI standards announced in 2018 
as the primary principle. 

●Geographic Category
This report discloses the operational activities of Topview within Taiwan (R.O.C) area including the 
headquarter in Taoyuan City, and the branch office in Taichung City. 

●Technique of Statistics Measuring
This report discloses the operational activities of Topview within Taiwan (R.O.C) area including the 
headquarter in Taoyuan City, and the branch office in Taichung City. 

●Content of Report
This report is mainly in accordance with the core items from the “Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines , GRI, and the “ISO 26000 standard” as the primary principle.

●Time Category
This report covers the detailed CSR achievements from Topview within the period ranging from 
January 2019 to December 2019. The exceptions are well explained in each chapter, if any. 
Topview will keep publishing CSR report biennially as a regular basis.

●Contact Window
Topview pleasingly welcomes any query or recommendation from you. We value any comment and 
advice related to stakeholders to allow us to gain more interactions with you.
E-mail: csr@topviewcorp.com
Website: http://www.topviewcorp.com

●Remark
We never apply for additional verification by external agency for this report.
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Message from the Chairman

To all the partners concerned about Topview,

Due to the higher quality of living standard worldwide and the increasing demands for 
public infrastructure with safety and prevention, we are living in a world highly requiring 
security surveillance. Topview not only dominate the top-notch technology in surveillance 
territory but also participate in issue of energy efficiency aggressively for eco-friendly 
and durable products. At the same time, bases on the spirit of hungry learning and insist 
on developing cutting-edge technology, forge ahead to engage in challenging needs of 
various customers. More importantly, build a more secure world so that the next generation 
owns a better life.

Beholding the faith of “The greater the power, the greater the responsibility”; since 
establishing Topview in 1994, we are determined to fulfil the social responsibility, care for 
employee, improve corporate governance to maximize profits for shareholder, create high 
added-value  for customer, and we hope to provide employees with a friendly and growth 
work environment. Any subject concerning the stakeholders would be addressed in both 
Topview CSR policy and corporate governance. In line with the promotion of corporate 
social responsibility, it is also in line with international standards.

Topview puts into practice activities related to energy conservation, environmental 
protection, love to the Earth, and the progressive practice of CSR convictions. In addition 
we hope all stakeholders or Topview partners give us constant push and encouragement, 
so that we all work together for Taiwan, for the Earth, and making a contribution to 
mankind happiness.

董事長的話

各位關心勝品電通的夥伴 :

      世界各國生活水準日漸提高，大眾公共建設與安全防範需求不斷地增加，安全監控已經與我們的生活密不

可分。勝品電通不僅在監控領具備有尖端的技術，而且也積極投入於節能環保議題，以提供更穩定且環保的綠

色產品。同時 , 秉持著渴望學習的態度與開發尖端技術的精神…等等核心價值，不斷地向前邁進，以滿足客戶

各種具有挑戰性的需求。更重要的是，營造一個讓下一代生活得更美好且更安全的世界。

      企業規模越大，對社會之影響力也越深，勝品電通自 1994 年創立以來，一直秉持著企業經營者應善盡社

會責任，守法、善待員工而且專注經營使本業獲利成長，回饋股東，為客戶創造更高的附加價值，同時確保員

工有一份安穩的收入與學習成長的環境。依據利害關係人關切之議題，發展勝品電通之 CSR 政策並融入公司

整體營運發展策略，在落實企業社會責任之推動的同時也與國際接軌。

勝品電通在落實節能、環保、愛地
球，逐步實踐 CSR 的信念，也希
望所有利害關係人或關心勝品電通
的夥伴們，給予我們持續的鞭策與
鼓勵，讓我們攜手為台灣、為地
球、為人類的幸福盡一份心力。

勝品電通董事長
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Company Overview and Management

1.1 Company Introduction
Topview Optronics Corporation (thereafter referred to as “Topview”), spun off from Topco 
Technologies Corporation which is founded in 1994, officially renamed itself as Topview 
Optronics Corporation in OCT. 1, 2010 and adopted “topview” as the identifying icon. 

● High-end IP surveillance camera

● Customization service for IP surveillance camera

● Accessories for IP surveillance Speed Dome camera

● EMS/OEM/ODM/JDM services for world-class companies

● NVR (Network Video Recorder) manufacturing service

● Remotely control management software for NVR system

Topview Optronics Corporation

Products

Founded                                                1994 

Headquarter                                      No.10, Dacheng Rd., Taoyuan Dist., Taoyuan City, 33068, Taiwan 

Registered Capital 400 millions

460 globallyEmployee

Introduction of Development History
Topco Technologies Corporation was founded and later passed the related 
safety regulation certificates including CE, FCC, UL, etc. Meanwhile, the 
purchase orders placed by T Company from Japan was successfully contracted 
and helped facilitating technology required for markets in North America.
Passed the ISO 9001 Certification.
Delivery of ODM products for T Company from Japan, which earns Topview the 
1st leader for mass production of 2.2 mega pixels surveillance camera in Taiwan.
Delivery of ODM products for T Company from Japan, which earns Topview the 
1st leader for mass production of 3.3 mega pixels surveillance camera in Taiwan.
Obtained the ODM order placed by S Company from Japan, and initiated 
founding manufacturing plant of Kunshan, China.
Obtained the order placed by S Company from German, and initiated developing 
both the vandal-proof dome and day-night surveillance cameras.
The 1st one who passed the Green Partner certificate by S Company, Japan.
Jointly developed IP cameras with the T Company from Japan, and passed the 
ISO certificate concurrently.
The 1st SMT line was newly implemented.
SMT line earns the recognition of unleaded production by the S Company, 
Japan.
Notes, the electronic operating system, was newly introduced.
The U-line was introduced for small-volume, large-variety production.
The ERP-TITOP system was introduced.
Obtained the order placed by the well-known H Company from America.
The world first one pioneering the rollout of colorful and defog traffic surveillance 
camera.
Obtained the ODM order placed by Digital China in Mainland China.
Officially renamed to Topview Optronics Corporation.
Obtained the ODM order placed by Haier Group from China.
Obtained the ODM order placed by the B Company from German.
The 2nd SMT line was newly added.
Obtained the ODM order placed by the famous P Company from America.
The acquisition of brand-new Taoyuan manufacturing plant in December.
The 3rd SMT line was newly added.
The entire production lines were integrated into Taoyuan manufacturing plant 
and launched in full operation.
Shop Floor Control system and eRMA system were introduced in Taoyuan 
manufacturing plant.
Pursued an initial public offering in August.
Set up an Audit Committee and Remuneration Committee.
Topview was listed on the Emerging Stock Board in January.
Participated in the ISC WEST 2016 and debuted 8M BOX camera built in next 
generation compression technology H.265 in April.
Debuted first generation Intelligent Video Analytics in November.
Oct. Topview is listed on Taipei emerging stock exchange. (Code:6556), 
Topview CSR practice win the silver medal from EcoVadis Sustainability ratings 
and scorecards.
Transition to 2015 version of ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.
Joined Qisda Group in August.
Passed ISO 45001 certification in September.

1994

1999
2000

2001

2001

2002

2003
2003

2003
2004

2004
2005
2006
2007
2009

2009
2010
2010
2010
2011
2012

2013
2014

2014

2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2017

2018
2019 
2019   



 IT Department

Legal Affairs 
Department

Administration 
Department

Financial and
Accounting Office

Operating Office
Product 

Development Office 

Board of Director

Chairman

President

Board of Shareholder

Remuneration Committee

Audit Committee

Business 
Development Office

 CSR Committee

Audit Office

Administration 
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1.2 Company Governance

Topview is following the TWSE/GTSM-Listed Companies governance codes of practice 
and ethical management best practice principles to establish an effective corporate 
governance frame work, enhancing corporate governance. 

Corporate Organization
The operation structure of Topview is shown on the figure below.

CSR Committee
Topview fulfills its corporate social responsibilities, using the Corporate Social 
Responsibility Committee as a cross-departmental communication and management 
platform, in a top-down operational model. The chairman leads the organization members 
to carry out environmental, social or corporate governance issues related to company 
operations; evaluate and formulate relevant risk management policies to implement 
sustainable issues, and track the effectiveness of medium and long-term goals to drive the 
company's positive development.

Policies
Topview is committed to respecting all stakeholders’ rights and interests for long term. 
In order to pursuit sustainable operation and the highest profit, Topview focuses on 
environmental protection, social engagement and corporate governance, and will 
incorporate CSR into corporate management approach and operation management. By 
fulfilling CSR, Topview divided some aspects as below.
● Exercising corporate governance
● Fostering a sustainable environment
● Enhancing social welfare
● Enhancing disclosure of CSR information

Chapter 1

Chairperson

Committee 
member

Main work 
items

The chairman appoints a senior executive to serve as the chairman of 
the committee

Appoint management representatives from functional organizations 
related to economic, environmental, social and governance aspects

 Quarterly   Convene meetings to supervise the execution 

performance of all sustainable issues, carry out cross-departmental 
communication and coordination and resource integration, and 
establish continuous improvement plans

    Annually      The chairman reports to the board of directors on the 
implementation results of the current year and the work plan for the 
next year
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Stakeholders                             Communication channel              Major issues                                   Corresponding chapters 

Employees    Current staff

Investors       Branded 
                     Investors

Educational training

HR mailbox

Benefits committee

Labor welfare

Health examination

External communication 
mailbox
Official website

Impromptu news conference

Impromptu media question 
and answers

Impromptu press release
Official website
Media news

External communication 
mailbox

Financial statement

Official website

Investor conference
Stakeholders meeting

Operation status
Labor-employment relation
Salary
Learning and development
Welfare activities
Occupational health and 
safety

Pollution protection strategy

Financial information

Operation status
CSR

Environmental protection

Public welfare activities

CH2.2 Financial performance
CH4.2 Employee profile

CH4.3 Compensation package
CH4.4 Career training
CH4.5 Benefit
CH4.7 Care for health
CH4.8 Working Condition

CH5 Environmental protection

CH2.2 Financial performance 

CSR

CH5 Environmental protection
CH6 Social care and participation

Customers     Customers

Suppliers      Suppliers

Customer audit
Customer service 
questionnaire
Sales contact window

Supplier questionnaire

Supplier contact window

Complain mailbox

Quality service
Product Safety
Green products information
Customer privacy protection
Product liability compliance

Anti-corruption
Fair trade

Finance and risk  
management

Prohibition of hazardous 
substances and conflict 
materials

CH3.2 Quality performance

CH3.1 Green products
CH3.3 Customer service

CH3.1 Green product

Financial information
Financial management 
information
Company governance

CH2.2 Financial performance
CH1.2 Company Governance

Audits

On-site visits

Official documents

Labor compliance investigation

Legal compliance

Environmental protection

Labor rights

Company governance

CSR

CH5 Environmental protection

CH4 Employee relationship

CH1.2 Company governance

1.3 Identification of the Interested Parties and 
      Major Topics

To ensure corporate sustainable development, Topview needs to understand what 
stakeholders think. The groups of key stakeholders have substantial influence over our 
corporate sustainable development with regard to the issues and topics they may hold 
interests in. Based on the definition of stakeholders, Topview has identified the key 
stakeholders and made our commitments. The six key stakeholder groups identified are: 
employee, customer, investor, supplier, community member, and government.
Beyond routine business interaction with stakeholders, Topview set up an external 
communication mailbox csr@topviewcorp.com for stakeholders on our website. Through 
a basic communication channel between stakeholders and company, there are groups 
responsible for communication mailbox and divided to responsible units to implement 
based on different category.

In addition, the following table shows the key issues as a reference for the stakeholders 
who are most concerned with.

Community

Government

Environmental 
protection groups

Media

The general 
public

Government 
agencies



Operation Status
2.1 Business Scope and Product Content
      The backstage driving force for world – Topview 

1. Operating Model
As a professional service provider in design and manufacture of surveillance products, the 
percentage of operating model between Topview and customers as follows:

The two major services: ODM and OEM, contribute for Topview 70% total revenue. The 
exceptional designed products are always the behind the scenes driving force for world 
class branding; proving our capability in both software design and hardware manufacturing, 
and showing strong pillar that makes Topview outstanding in this industry. In addition, by 
providing flexible customized services and platform integration capabilities, the cooperation 
with the industry's first-line brands in JDM model has gradually increased.

On the manufacturing side; in order to meet challenges brought by product upgrades, 
technology evolutions and industrialization 4.0, Topview continuous to endorse personnel 
education and process improvement, and has introduced the semi-automation systems  to 
improve production velocity and product quality.

JDM (Joint Design Manufacturing)
• Customer and Topview jointly design the products.
• At the final stage Topview manufactures the products.
• JDM accounts for about 40% total operation.

ODM (Original Design Manufacturing)
• Customer defines the specifications
• Topview finishes the design and manufactures the products
• ODM accounts for about 35% of total operation.

EMS (Electronic Manufacture Service)
• Customer provides the design of the products.
• Topview manufactures the products following OEM service 
  model.
• EMS accounts for about 15% total operation.

OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturing)
• Topview designs and manufactures the products.
• Hands over the final product to customers, for them to 
  brand and sales.
• OEM accounts for about 10% total operation.

JDM
40%

ODM
35%

EMS
15%

OEM
10%
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2. Industry Trends
2.1  Surveillance Industry Status
With the continuous occurrence of terrorist attacks in recent years, governments and 
public in general are increasingly demanding for surveillance systems and intelligent 
analysis to protect civilians’ life. Thanks to the development of imaging technology and the 
advancement of digital storage technology, high resolution IP camera is now playing an 
important role in this security demand. Topview is committed to develop high performance 
and quality products that can fulfill the needs of customer in different market segment.  

In recent years, Taiwan surveillance system manufacturers have been benefiting from 
ODM order shift from China, due to China manufacturers suspicious issue on national 
security, and increased tariffs caused by the China-USA trade war. Topview with years of 
experience; has attached great importance to product quality and cyber security, meeting 
the needs and expectations from customer and the society for security products.

2.2 Artificial Intelligence
In response to customer demand, Topview began developing a series of image analysis 
technologies since 2016 to meet the needs of the market. Since then, it has been 
continuously improved to make video monitoring more convenient and more automated.

Artificial Intelligent analysis can provide image management, search and analysis functions, 
including detecting object behavior, identifying objects in images, and expanding image 
content applications according to customer needs. In response to the rapid development 
of AI technology in recent years and the related field application in surveillance, Topview 
is also actively developing AI technologies. It is expected that intelligence analysis will not 
only expand the application range of surveillance products, but also add momentum to the 
industry's future growth.

2.3 H.265 and  High Resolution Image
Early 2016, Topview successfully launched the first 4K H265 camera at the end of the 
year. Later on, Topview developed a full range of product series with H.265 camera as the 
basis for development. Topview exploited the H.265 compression technologies to develop 
the Enhanced H.265 technology in which compression ratio is improved.  High-quality 
images combined with high-efficiency compression technology have also enabled Topview 
to master the key in digital security, allowing customers to significantly reduce even more 
the cost of bandwidth and video storage.

Chapter 2
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3.3 Covert: 
adopts a design that separates the camera unit from video processing base, taking 
advantage of small size of camera lens to achieve the hidden effect without compromising 
any surveillance function.

3.4 LPR Camera: 
Adopts a special algorithm that enables the capture of clear license plate image from a fast 
moving car, so that customers can obtain clear and usable license plate information for 
further application. 

3.5 Specialty: 
In response to the ever-changing applications, Topview continues to devote resource 
to special form factor design such as Onboard Camera designed for transportation 
application, and Corner Camera designed for prisons and correctional facilities, allowing 
customer to explore any potential buisness opportunity with better and suitable product 
specialties.
  

Chapter 2

3. Special Application Camera
Topview as a professional manufacturer of surveillance products, targeting on high-quality, 
multi-functional high-end IP cameras, we have been developing customized cameras for 
different applications and scenarios.
  

3.1 Fisheye: 
an application for panoramic view, you can use one 
camera to cover field of view of 4 cameras; which 
reduces the cost of camera installation and helps to 
capture the whole dynamic detail more efficiently.
  

3.2 PTZ: Adopts a special design that gives a continuous 360°pan, and tilt reach 90 to 
-20 degrees omnidirectional vision, which also reduces the cost of camera installation and 
helps to capture the whole dynamic detail more efficiently. Topview provides variety of 
PTZ, equipped with 200M IR illumination and 4K high resolution, providing more flexibility 
to SI when doing floor design. 4. Product  Roadmap

Topview R&D team adheres to the spirit of continuous innovation and strives for 
excellence. 

Under the foundation of the existing rich product line, through the introduction of advanced 
DSP components and processes in Taiwan and the United States, and with mature 
software integration capabilities; continuous improvement of product efficiency and 
diversity is allowing customers to apply the products to different scenarios. In addition 
to high-performance products, we can better develop the affordable products, so that 
customers can have more choices to deploy any project.

Chapter 2

Ultra Series
4K@30FPS

Pro Series
4K@15FPS
4K/5MP/3MP/2MP

Lite Series

VF Dome

VF Dome

 Dome VF Bulle

EX-IR Bulle

Bulle

Box

VF Dome  Dome  Indoor Dome  RVF Bullet VF Bulle  Bullet Box

VF Bullet

FISHEYE

BALLTYPE PTZ 2MP IR PTZ 4K IR PTZ

COVERT

EX-RANGE LPR ACKAGELPR EX-IR LPR LONG RANGE LPR 

ONBOARD CORNER
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Annual                             2014              2015              2016               2017               2018              2019

Net revenue
(NT$ million)

Net income ratio

Return on assets

Return on equity

Debt to assets worth ratio

Operating cost
(NT$ million)

Long-term capital 
fixed ratio

Earnings per share
(NT$ dollar)

1,635

9.13%

9.91%

22.79%

63.15%

1,107

142.41%

7.70

1,400

6.90%

5.59%

12.87%

57.82%

971

136.50%

4.60

4.97%

1,160

3.46%

2.65%

53.98%

844

134.65%

1.88

3.83%

1,123

2.86%

2.19%

54.34%

837

132.12%

1.40

6.86%

1,292

4.98%

3.75%

46.76%

937

175.51%

2.55

8.05%

1,268

4.90%

3.82%

59.53%

883

130.99%

2.96

2.2 Financial Performance

In 2019, due to the trade frictions between China and the United States, and also oil price 
fluctuations triggered by geopolitics; various economic indicators became continuously 
weakened, and there were warnings of slowdown in global economic demand. Against 
all odds facing the gradual slowdown of the global economy, Topview operating profit in 
2019 increased slightly compared to the previous year. We will continue to strengthen our 
research and development capabilities to maintain competitive advantage in the market, so 
that even in fierce market environment, there will still be certain profits level. For detailed 
company operating performance and financial information, please refer to the following 
table:

Every employee has the duty to comply with the code of conducts and related regulations 
by Topview, never making profits for private purpose or for other people by malfeasance. 
Also, it is the obligation for employees to avoid engaging in profits exploitation or impairing 
the credit of Topview, and to avert from revealing the confidentiality of Topview to third 
party.

Topview strictly adheres to the Fair Trade Act of Taiwan (R.O.C.) to accord with the 
principles of "equality, impartiality and legitimacy" for inter-industry competition. Also, 
Topview firmly prohibits the following conducts with horizontal competitors: Jointly Setting 
Price, Market Segmentation, Customer Segmentation, Competitive Bidding, Conspiring, 
Monopolizing, and Boycotting to Suppliers or Customers.

The concrete antitrust measures by Topview are as follows:
1. Never agree to or confer with the arrangements which will impair regular competition.
2. Never explore or acquire information pertaining to commercial sensitivity 
    from competitors.
3. Never attend meeting or negotiate, except specific legitimate reason, with competitors.
4. Never jointly boycott, conspire to bid and set price, or participate the conducts 
    related to market segmentation.

So far, none of the above mentioned illegal activities have occurred at Topview, and we 
will continue to strive to maintain the integrity of our company. 

Operation performance for the past 5 years

Chapter 2

2.3 Fair Trade and Antitrust

Topview abides by the CSR and the core values, “eminent, team up, creative, integrity, 
active, and quality-oriented”.  Besides, “integrity” is especially the absolute value that exists 
in the superior internal management and the code of business ethics.

Our company has an incorruptible, transparent and responsible business philosophy, 
relying on formulation of an integrity-based policy and establishment of a good company 
Governance and risk control mechanisms to create a sustainable development of the 
business environment.

2.4 Code of Conduct and Ethics for Employees
Sincerity, based on the management concept “Professional Dedication with Sincerity”, 
is the core value for every employee and the very principle of working guideline. Each 
employee in Topview should abide by the codes, rules and related regulations of work, 
being devoted to duty and responsible for work, further teaming up with colleagues 
harmoniously. Neither should employee make profits for private purpose or for other 
people by malfeasance; nor should employee take bribes from vendors (such as accepting 
bribes, demanding bribes, receiving donations, accepting / enticing social entertainment); 
or engage in profits exploitation or impairing the credibility and interests of Topview with 
behaviors such as: money laundering, corruption, fraud, and so forth.

In an attempt to forbid conducts concerning corruption, bribery, and extortion, every 
employee should observe the code of conducts, based on the rules stated clearly, and stick 
by the laws and code of ethics to conserve the assets, interests, and images of Topview. 
We have always educated every novice and employee the core principles foremost to 
ensure the interests of Topview and related stakeholders will not be encroached by any 
personal or private gains.
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Topview has formed the operation procedures for ethical management and guidelines 
for conduct, through strict control on internal operation procedures and non-scheduled 
inspection so that confidential documents leak, information security issues or probability of 
corruption is minimized.

Every employee in Topview is under the obligation, in accordance with the highest 
moral standard, to preserve the reputation of Topview. Anyone who is aware of 
illegality or violation against the code of conducts by others is encouraged and 
authorized to report to direct supervisor and human resource manager or mail to ethics 
mailbox:honest@topviewcorp.com

Topview has had none of occurrence of corruption since the establishment and will 
continue to put the principle of integrity in the first priority unceasingly.

2.6 Risk Management

Each department of Topview jointly engages in the risk management mechanism for the 
aspects including environmental safety and health harm, water resources, governmental 
policies, climate change, etc. to cutback the estimated damages or influences derived from 
risk impacts.

Risk Management Organizational Structure
Topview keeps proceeding with various risk management measures, in a bid to avoid the 
direct property loss from potential risk and the derivative none-operational damage, and 
drafting the proposal for emergency response. The following chart particularly explains the 
flow of risk management by Topview.

Emergency Response Training
In order to improve strain capacity for employees, Topview assists each newcomer to 
embark on the courses of emergency response and fire drill to ensure safety and decrease 
casualty loss.

Emergency Response Drill
For some disasters, e.g., fire, Topview has set up a team of emergency response along 
with corresponding plans, which is able to reduce risk damages arisen from contingency 
effectively.

Topview has the well-knit “Self-defense and fire protection training” for emergency team 
to accurately maneuver the flow of risk management when contingency occurs within 
the industrial areas. The fire protection training drilled last year, which elevated the 
strain capacity for emergency team substantially, has not only improved the executions 
of damage evaluation, examination as well as information handling, but also facilitated 
emergency control and the aim of harm preventing.

 1. Confirm Fire Disaster and Call 119  2. Put out fire 3. Evacuation  4. Fire roller shutter  5. First aid   6. Record time  7. Convene review meeting

Proposal for Emergency 
Response Drafting

Accident Urgent 
Examination

Adjustment for Accident 
and Emergency

Readjustment and ReviewTest for Training and Drill1 2 3 4 5

Chapter 2

2.5 Information Security

According to the future development goals of Topview, our IT department besides 
the development of Information System Architecture, Software Audit and other 
development directions, also regularly reviews the contents of our network 
infrastructure to ensure that information safety and operation are in accordance with 
the relevant management regulations. At the same time, we internally implement the 
following management tasks:

1. Advocate the concept of Information Security when personnel are reporting for 
duty as well as every 6 months via e-mail from IT department.

2. Via a system equipped with access control, strictly control relevant documents and 
data reading.

3. Relevant system data (data of OS) and file access control.

4. Improve the quality of video conferencing and manage office hardware effectively.
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Flow chart of intelligent heat-up function

Chapter 3

Determine ambient 
temperature

Heat up offHeat up with full power

Below limit temperature Over set temperature

Below set temperature

Products Quality and Service
3.1 Green Products

Our business model is B to B (Business to Business) yet we advocate green products. 
Therefore, even after our products leave the factory we still concern about their impact on 
the environment. Our green product design (direction) is focused on energy saving, non-
toxicity, and recyclability. Relevant works and achievements are described below.

Energy Conservation
Topview has positively developed the ideal products with energy-saving technology, amid 
the trend of eco-friendly, to lower unnecessary energy dissipation and further reduce 
carbon emission.

For the Analog cameras, we adopted the parts with low power consumption and improved 
the circuit construction, both of which not only upgrade the efficiency of power conversion, 
but decrease the power consumption by a large margin. The power consumption of 
previous bullet camera 530R, for instance, is 6W, while it is largely reduced to 4W in terms 
of the power consumption of the latest 550R, which turns out the astonishing decrease in 
power consumption by around 33%.

For IR models, we replaced DIP LED with SMD LED, which reduces usage amount of 
material by 1:2 ratio, consequently reducing the number of waste. In addition, to reduce 
the overall power consumption of the IR LED board, the overall energy consumption was 
reduced by about 10%, resulting in reduced energy waste.

The IP cameras presented by Topview are equipped with the intelligent control and able 
to initiate heat-up process with flexibility based on ambient environment, which prevents 
the cameras from heating up in full power constantly and therefore wisely lowers power 
consumption to fulfil the ultimate object, the perfect leverage for power allocation.

Initiate partially heat-up function

Hazardous Substances Management
Topview has actively engaged in hazardous substances management since the EU 
RoHS and REACH Directive was declared, and mapped out the “Management Norm of 
Environmental Substances within Parts and Raw Materials”, which is in light of RoHS, 
REACH by European Union, international laws as well as specific demands from clients, 
to request vendors strictly comply with. In addition, Topview, based on the management 
for parts and materials approval, the verification of finished products as well as the 
management procedure for green products and environmental quality, executes the regular 
internal GP inspection to ensure implementation of each process and will keep enforcing 
with the highest criteria.

Topview publishes and manages the latest status of regulations, via the explicit system, 
on the GPSCM (Green Products Supply Chain Management) to have information updated 
immediately. By the systematic management that meets the international regulations and 
requests from clients, Topview has the full confidences that the utilization of hazardous 
chemical substances will reduce every year gradually, and the harms over human and 
environment when using and discarding products can be efficiently avoided.

The entire products of Topview conform to the regulations of EU RoHS Directive (2011/65/
EU) and so far we have not been subject to any return of goods resulting from violation 
against RoHS.

Topview has a good command of the situation of all the products that come along 
with SVHCs (Substances of Very High Concern), given the EU REACH (Registration, 
Evaluation, Authorization, and Restriction of Chemicals) taken effect on June 1st, 2007, 
to fully comply with the regulations of REACH, and well grasp, by gathering major 
international environmental regulations periodically, the latest trend of international 
environment protection.

Recyclables 
From the beginning of the packaging our company's products are considered easy to 
dismantle, recycle, and is in accordance with the WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic 
Equipment) design requirements. On our product manuals we also remind consumers 
to not arbitrarily discard the recyclable products and to recycle electronic products in 
accordance with local recycling system to reduce the harm to the environment. 

Conflict Minerals
Topview promises and supports buying conflict-free minerals for production purposes.
We insist communicating with our suppliers and asking them to sign “conflict-free mineral 
declaration", and we use this declaration as an important indicator for the selection of 
our suppliers. In addition, we are also asking suppliers to assist in trace back of metal 
materials contained in the minerals and mineral resources from conflict zones. 
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Product Safety Certificate
According to the product life cycle assessment, we ensure that the product is safe at each 
stage; including manufacturing, transportation, use, installation, after-sales service, and 
recycling. 

Chapter 3

3.2 Quality Performance

Since the acquisition of ISO 9001 Quality Management System Certificate in 1996, 
Topview has been focusing on both the stability and brilliant quality to fulfil the demands 
from clients for managing quality of products. Moreover, in addition to putting the “Overall 
Quality Management” into practice within each phase of procedure, we will keep seeking 
the ways to improvement, via carrying out the policy of Topview, “Quality First, Delivery On 
Time, Perfect Service”, and earning the total satisfactions along with cognitions from every 
client.

Quality Policy
Topview will keep moving to educate, with proper manners, every employee the very 
quality policy, “Quality First, Delivery On Time, Perfect Service”, to ensure all the 
employees are well  instructed and each related stakeholder fully realize our resolute 
commitment and ambitiousness for quality management.

Quality Management System
Topview has completed ISO 9001: 2015 version in 2018; introducing the risk and 
opportunity management, strengthening the use of quality management system as the 

From 2017 to 2018, Topview 
did not violate the regulations 
of product safety.

Product Safety Label
In terms of product labeling, Topview products are in accordance with the relevant 
regulations of product, therefore our products are labeled on the body or on the packaging 
exterior/interior, or even marked the regulation messages on QIG (Quick Installation 
Guide). In addition, the product manual explains the safe use of the product, maintenance 
methods and precautions and other relevant information, so that users can safely and 
correctly use Topview products. In 2019, there was no violation of regulations related to 
product safety.
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3.3 Customer Service

Topview puts customer satisfaction for service at the first priority all along to keep 
improving our service quality for clients, with the very quality policy “Quality First, Delivery 
On Time, Perfect Service”, further ensuring every need from clients are well addressed 
and met. In order to promote competitiveness of customer’s product, Topview implements 
customer satisfaction survey, regular meetings, technical supports and after-sales service.

Customer Privacy Protection
Topview contracts NDA (None Disclosure Agreement) with clients to secure the 
confidential information for mutual business activities and, for safeguarding both the 
privacy and intellectual property rights of clients, asks the related employees to strictly 
implement every security measure.

Topview fully utilizes the internal guidance to assist employees be aware of the importance 
of information security. In addition, with respect to the access authority for confidential 
documents protection, those employees not in charge of the business are required to be 
authorized by direct supervisors, except the related responsible employees, to obtain the 
certain privilege, which proactively walls off from occurrences of illegal duplication and 
disclosure.

Total Satisfaction 
Degree

R&D 
Engineering

R&D

Customer 
Satisfaction

Sales

Quality

Quality 
Management

Delivery 
Status

Sales Business

Customer Satisfaction Survey
1.Questionnaire Survey
Topview develops the specific ”Customer Satisfaction”, integrating the core values and 
the competitive advantages with the customer behaviors, by standing on the customers’ 
viewpoints. The customer satisfaction structure diagram below is composed of the 
inner axis, the core values of Topview, and the outer circle, the competitive advantages 
encircling the core values.

＊ Core Values: R&D, Quality, Sales

＊ Competitive Advantages: 
                          R&D Field  : R&D Capabilities, Technical Service
                          Quality Field: Product Quality, Maintenance Service, 
                                                  Manufacturing Production
                          Sales Field  : Website Content, Price, Delivery Time, 
                                                  After-sales Service, Series Products

The design of the customer satisfaction survey, integrated with the core values and the 
competitive advantages, can be divided into 5 major aspects, “R&D Engineering”, “Quality 
Management”, “Sales Business”, “Delivery Status”, and “Total Satisfaction Degree”. We 
spare no efforts to make every necessity from clients are well addressed by encouraging 
clients to feedback and provide recommendation actively.

Chapter 3Chapter 3
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Target Setting

Define Satisfaction Index

Index Monitor

Preparation

Launch Satisfaction Survey

Decide Client List and Contact Window

Execution

Questionnaire Survey
Market Collection

Data Analysis

Index Analysis

Auditing Operation

Issue Analysis and Countermeasure

Customer Service

Customer Feedback
Wind Up and Track
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2.Survey Process
Topview annual customer satisfaction survey compiles and analyzes each index, and is 
reviewed thoroughly in annual management review. Each of the responsible departments 
thus executes the improvement strategy to raise customer satisfaction continuously.

The result of customer satisfaction survey will be conveyed to related departments after 
well compiling. The correlated departments or supervisors are able to review the feedback 
from clients before mapping out better countermeasures, further elevating quality of 
products and services efficiently.

Topview is committed to quality and best customer service. In order to implement 
customer-oriented management objectives, we hold monthly and quarterly meetings 
according to different customer needs; reviewing product quality, service, technology and 
other evaluations with our customers. Relevant departments analyze the causes, improve 
countermeasures and keep track of them. Moreover, Topview attaches great importance to 
our customer’s feedback. We conduct regular quality-control meetings to strictly implement 
internal audit control; gathering cross-departmental executives to strengthen horizontal 
linkages, and aiming to let the executives understand customer feedback and concern; 
then taking immediate actions. In this way, Topview continues to improve service quality 
and competitiveness to reach the ultimate goal of customer satisfaction.

Each department takes its own responsibility and spares no effort in customer 
service. 

Business Development:
The business representatives regularly hold meetings with the customers to discuss
about product quality, delivery, communication, and related issues; including them to the
improvement of to-do list. The business department basing on information collecting from
customer to feedback to the R&D department for better product development. Meanwhile,
our business department strengthens communication training of business and customer
service representatives in order to effectively assist customers when they feedback with
questions.
Business department targets customers’ un-satisfaction problems and invites relevant
departments to address the issue, then feedback solutions to customers.

Design Quality Assurance Department:
Through the statistics of quality-related indicators, we understand the quality of the product
and in regular internal meeting, we make corrective preventions to improve performance
and track results.

PPMC and Manufacturing Departments 
cooperate closely, through a two-way communication and real-time information, in order to 
control the production schedule and meet the product delivery.

Manufacturing Department:
The production problems encountered and production yield rate are feedbacked as
reference for the R&D department to improve product design.

Product Liability Insurance and Operation Safety
Topview products are in line with international standards and customer procurement  
policy. Therefore, our products are designed to meet the safety requirements of the 
products and on the product installation manual there a detailed description to help the 
user to buy safe products and operate them correctly. At the same time, we insured with 
the product liability insurance to let every end user be covered with the full protections.

Chapter 3
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3.4 Supply Chain Management

For reaching the goal of the sustainable development, Topview engages in routine 
inspection and management on suppliers to promote products sales and further win the 
crucial advantages of competitiveness. Our company requests our supplier to sign Supplier 
Integrity Commitment Letter and Declaration of Environmental Policy. 

Integrity Commitment Letter
1. Commit never adopt improper measures, false trading price or forged transaction 
information for improper benefits.

2. Commit never encroach, plunder and misappropriate property.

3. Commit never seek improper benefits or illegal personal interests. "Improper benefits" 
includes but are not limited rebates, commissions, profit shares, shares (or hidden 
ownership) or improper gifts or entertainment.

The major obligation for procurement is to ensure if the cost answers to the 
company’s 

objective. We are commissioned to execute different methods like long-term procurement, 
periodical procurement and sporadically long-term procurement, apart from inquiry, 
comparison and bargain for price, to cut down cost and enhance efficiency. For those 
suppliers that are certified with excellent credibility and history, Topview contracts with 
them based on the manner of long-term cooperation. Instead, we cancel the cooperation 
with the suppliers, which are uncoordinated with inferior records, and turn to other 
substitutes.
 

The results of the annual satisfaction survey have been rising year by year for three consecutive 
years, and it proves that Topview is recognized by customers in customer service and satisfaction 
performance.

         Year                                                  2016               2017                2018             2019

Annual Satisfaction Degree 79% 79%

73%

75%

75%

77%

79%

81%

83%

85%

87%
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Customer Satisfaction Survey

2016

79% 79%

2017

The following table elaborates on the results of customer satisfaction survey in 2016 to 
2018 individually.

86% 86%

86% 86%

2018 2019

Product After-sales Service

Topview has set up the specialized customer service department to provide clients with the 
better after-sales quality. By directly communicating with both quality assurance and sales 
departments, any question toward quality or operation issues of products from customers 
will be directed to the customer service department for corresponding measures after 
detailed analysis. What’s more, Topview offers, if required, the professional maintenance 
service, where customers can easily update progress of maintenance, factor of malfunction 
and estimated repair cost via the maintenance system.

In order to maintain the products credibility and company image, Topview, by discussing 
quality improvement with clients from the 2 aspects, design and flow of production, via FA 
(Failure Analysis), executes internal review regularly for the quality issues fed back from 
clients and adopts the necessary improvements immediately to avert the similar failure 
conditions from occurring again.

Chapter 3
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The major obligation for procurement is to ensure if the cost answers to the 
company’s objective. 
We are commissioned to execute different methods like long-term procurement, periodical 
procurement and sporadically long-term procurement, apart from inquiry, comparison and 
bargain for price, to cut down cost and enhance efficiency. For those suppliers that are 
certified with excellent credibility and history, Topview contracts with them based on the 
manner of long-term cooperation. Instead, we cancel the cooperation with the suppliers, 
which are uncoordinated with inferior records, and turn to other substitute

Supplier Selection
Supplier selection is one of the most significant missions for procurement in order to ensure 
quality, delivery time, cost and service of all products. Consequently, Topview establishes 
a censoring committee for suppliers, which is composed of specialists from R&D, QA, 
and Procurement, to launch into a series of flow of supplier management and review 
mechanism. New supplier is obliged to pass the evaluation procedure defined by Topview, 
when having the first time transaction, to be the qualified supplier for Topview. The 
evaluating standards of suppliers should include the aspects of operation status, internal 
management, facilities, technology, manufacturing ability, quality control, environmental 
and wastes management, outsourcing management, etc., and be strictly implemented with 
grading mechanism to build up a well completed roster of qualified suppliers.

Supplier Examination
Topview executes the stricter quality examination review once again for the unqualified 
suppliers annually to ensure better improvements in the near future. Those suppliers who 
score below 70 are identified as unqualified and forbad transaction with Topview.

The 2017-2018 examination result to suppliers is as follows:

Chapter 3Chapter 3

Declaration of Environmental Policy

Topview Declaration of Environmental Policy

In order to promote environmental protection, our company has implemented ISO 14001 
standard and thus, instructs our suppliers via adequate measures so that suppliers can 
understand and follow our environmental policy. The below are our environmental policies.

“Energy Conservation, Green Product, and Environmental Regulation Compliance”

In order to meet the requirement of our environmental policy, the below is our commitment:

1. Meet the requirement of government environmental regulation.
2. Advocate waste reduction and implement waste recycling continually.
3. Advocate environmental consciousness and strengthen environmental consciousness of 
    our subcontractor.
4. Raise the usage efficiency of energy and resource.
5. Advocate Green Product Design and manufacture Green Product.
6. Prevent the potential impact of accident event to the environment.

We can contribute for earth. 

10% Integrity Of The Operation Process

  5% Maneuverability Of Production And 
        Return Processing

10% Superiority Of  Delivery Time

15% Competitiveness Of Price

  5% CSR Import

15% Process Control Capabilities For 
        Entrusting To Manufacture Related 
        Products 

15% Sop For On-Site Operation

10% Disqualitied Products Mamagement

  5% Employee Educational Training

10% Nonconformity Correction/
        Preventive  Measure

10%

5%

10%

15%

5%

5%

15%

15%

10%

10%

Quality
 Systems
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Employee Relationship

The Human Resource Department of Topview is closely monitoring the changes and 
amendments to government labor regulations in order to ensure Topview management 
policy, like salary, leave and working hours, etc.)are in line with national regulatory/law 
requirements. Relevant details are as follows:

4.1 Human Rights and Anti-Discrimination

Topview, by protecting the rights and interests of employees and conforming to the local 
regulations and the requirements of stakeholders, treats every employee fairly and never 
hires child laborer. We reject compulsory labor and especially prohibit slavery and human 
trafficking, and at the same time, we actively promote our internal advocacy related to this 
matter. 

Fair Employment Principle
Topview, in accordance with the proper human resource plan, publicly selects, and 
recruits employees with both capability and orientation taken into account. The various 
human resource policies and procedures are explicitly based on working capability of 
every individual with fairness regardless of their race, religion, skin color, nationality, age, 
sexuality, orientations and disables.

Freedom of Employment
Topview rigidly forbids forced and child labor and claims that every employee should work 
voluntarily; In addition we are committed to maintain and protect the gender equality at 
work as well as personal dignity. An employee has the right to leave freely, provided that 
he/she informs about the intention to leave within a reasonable time in advance. 

Freedom of association
Topview understands that the employees have the right to freely organize clubs and labor 
union as long as  it is in accordance with the law for employee to organize communication 
channels. The employee or the representative of the employee should be able to 
openly communicate, share ideas and concerns about the working conditions with the 
management personnel without worrying about discrimination, resentment/retaliation, 
threats, or harassment. 

Channel for Complaints
External stakeholders can report the issues via company’s spokesperson, when being 
concerned about labor rights and interests and human rights subjects, and each 
responsible department within Topview will respond to the feedbacks and further build a 
positive channel for communication with related stakeholders.

Since the establishment, Topview holds the harmony of labor relation as the central 
concept and provides multi-communicating channels where employees are freely 
allowed to feedback any comment via direct supervisors, human resource manager, 
employee’s mail box or forum, etc. Furthermore, when facing sexual harassment or other 
unfair treatment, employees are granted to report to company in light of the “Anti-sexual 
harassment Regulation” or Workplace Violence Prevention Plan.

Topview encourages employees to express his/her opinion with clear identification 
statement for following communication and investigation. In an attempt to ensure the 
quality of investigation and prevent reporters from further unfair treatment or even revenge, 
we adopt the reasonable preventions and protection measure for those employees who 
feedback their opinions.

So far there is no incident of discrimination, unfair treatment or sexual harassment in 
Topview, nor is any complaint or grumble from outsiders.

0%

100%

Chapter 4
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Gender                                                   Male                      Female                                      Male                       Female  

    2018                                                                          2019

152

   0

206

3

152

0

206

3

Number of total employee

Number of disabled employee

4.2 Employee Profile

Topview always puts employees in our top priority and strongly believe that competent 
employee is the key to, on top of making contributions and enhancing performance, help 
company create more profits. In response to the business operation, the current manpower 
demand has stabilized, but based on the long-term development of our company, we still 
continue bringing external talents. Additionally, the company's internal employees have 
promotion and rotation opportunities.

In need of increasing demands for talented people amid our organizational expansion, 
we complete the internal mechanism for employees¡¦ promotion and rotation, and, on the 
other hand, endeavor to recruit more outside talented persons. In addition, Topview largely 
improves retention rate and keeps attracting talented employees by offering many efficient 
manners such as all sorts of training courses, sturdy compensation and welfare package 
and superior working environment.

Disabled Worker Employment
Topview provides those mentally and physically disabled with fair opportunities to work, 
in accordance with the Article 38 of Physically and Mentally Disabled Citizens Protection 
Act. By recruiting disabled yet qualified employees, Topview has cared for employment 
opportunities of the physically and mentally handicapped, and has created an appropriate 
working environment to fulfill corporate social responsibility.

Robust Human Resource Structure 
Topview has already reached a stable phase and the number of employees has been 
growing steadily. As of the end of 2019, the total number of employees of Topview was 
377, a slight increase from the total number of employees of 358 in 2018. The current 
manpower policy still attaches importance to cultivating Taiwan and recruiting local talents 
to increase employment opportunities in Taiwan. At present, more than 98% of employees 
are regular employees directly hired by the company. In 2019, Topview started to hire 
foreign direct labor employees to satisfy the increase of manpower requirements and 
customer orders.

Human Resource Composition
As can be seen from the composition of the human resources structure in 2019; Topview 
female accounted for 59% of the total employees, while male accounted for 41% of the 
total employees, resulting in a balanced gender distribution. Direct labor and indirect labor 
accounted for 51% and 49% of the total number of employees, respectively. In recent 
years, in addition to strengthening R&D capabilities, Topview has also improved the overall 
quality of employees, with an even distribution of indirect and direct labors. In terms of 
management, the supervisor position accounted for 20% of the total number of employees, 
and the management scope is rationalized to achieve the best organizational management 
efficiency. Topview employees are mainly distributed in the range of 30 to 40 years old, 
which is the main force with the highest productivity and development potential. Indirect 
labor turnover is relatively low, and their seniority distribution are rather balanced, with 
most of the employees under one year adding new manpower for organizational growth. 
The quality of employees has also gradually improved. Currently, Bachelor's and Master’s 
Degree account for about 45% of employees. In order to attract local talents, Topview 
strategically established its headquarter in Taoyuan and branch office in Taichung.

Chapter 4 Chapter 4
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2019 employee composition 
(by Gender, Category, Position, Age, Seniority, Education, Region)

Gender                  Female

                                Male
221
156

59%
41%

21%
49%

20%
80%

2%
19%
39%
33%
8%

22%
17%
16%
23%
21%

44%
12%
31%
14%

86%
14%

191
186

77
300

1
73
148
124
31

84
65
62
85
81

166
45
115
51

324
53

                             Manager

                             Professional

Type                         DL

                            IDL

Age                           Under 20

                                   20-30

                                   30-40

                                   40-50

                                   Over 50

Seniority               Under 1 year

                             1~3 years

                             3~5 years

                             5~10 years

                             Over 10 years

Education             Senior high school

                            College

                            University

                            Graduate school

Location                   Taoyuan

                             Taichung

 Labor construction                                      People                 Percentage

Management  
Position

Employee Turnover Status
The employee turnover status of Topview in 2018 and 2019 is explicitly stated within the 
table following table. New employee is recruited variously in accord with the demands by 
each division individually. Topview encourages, apart from regular employees hired for the 
cause of development of the required talent, re-employment females and social members 
to join us, hoping to increase youth employment opportunities. Topview spares no effort to, 
while receiving resignation application from employee, realizes the reason and tries best 
to persuade employee into staying. From the table below, we can see the turnover rate of 
Topview employees in 2018 and 2019, where the majority of resigned employees were 
female (Direct Labor), and the reason for resignation was mainly family care. On the other 
end, the resignation rate of Indirect Labor employees in general is low, sign of a stable 
workforce.

Most people leaving our company are direct labor employees, mainly due to low stability 
of the direct labor workforce, coupled with the fact that the Taoyuan Industrial Zone is the 
base for Taiwan’s manufacturing and production, and there are many incentives to leave. 
For indirect labor employees, it is stable in 2019 compared to 2018. In 2018, Topview 
decided to integrate its manufacturing plant and the office by considering factors such as 
the construction of a smart factory based on the future development of Industry 4.0 and 
the need to adjust the layout of the old Wugu headquarter. Therefore, in March 2018, all 
employees from the old headquarter in Wugu moved to the new headquarter in Taoyuan, 
resulting in higher indirect labor turnover. Following the relocation to Taoyuan headquarter, 
most of the employees were retained due to the company's planned supporting measures 
which consider employees as important elements of  the company; although a small 
number of employees chose to leave due to factors such as the distance from work and 
family.

 
Turnover rate by labor type and gender

 Year                     People                Type             People       Percentage   Gender        People    Percentage

                            

                             Employee

2018                    Employee

                                 leaving

                            

                               New employee
                               hires

                             

                                Employee

2019                    Employee

                                 leaving

                            

                                New employee
                                hires

DL

IDL

Total

DL

IDL

Total

DL

IDL

Total

DL

IDL

Total

DL

IDL

Total

DL

IDL

Total

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

206

152

358

74

67

141

84

43

127

221

156

358

60

42

141

76

45

121

58%

42%

52%

48%

66%

34%

59%

41%

59%

41%

63%

37%

173

185

358

90

51

141

102

25

127

191

186

377

968

34

102

86

35

121

48%

52%

64%

36%

80%

20%

51%

49%

67%

33%

71%

29%
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Employee Relationship
In order to maintain a good labor-management relationship with employees, the company 
has established a smooth communication channel to let employees understand the 
company's information in real time, and encourage everyone to make suggestions on the 
overall operation and development, and provide the suggestions to decision-makers for 
reference.

Parental Leave
For the country’s competitiveness in the future, Topview considers the childcare and 
breastfeeding issues of its employees as an unshrinkable social responsibility of the 
company. Therefore, Topview provides parental leave in accordance with Taiwan’s laws 
and regulations, which follows the "Gender Work Equality Act" and "Baby Care Retention 
Act. And after the expiry of Unpaid Parental Leave, Topview does proper arrangements for 
returning employees.
29 employees have applied for the Unpaid Parental Leave during 2016 to 2018, and the 
reinstatement rate is up to 37%. Up to now, 2 employees are still on leave. As of 2019, the 
overall retaining rate after reinstalling is perfectly 100%.

Retirement System
Topview stipulates the retirement system, in light of the regulations, to ensure each 
employee is eligible to apply for the pension after retirement. Those who are qualified with 
the “Labor Standards Act” automatically deposit the certain amount of labors' retirement 
reserve funds, calculated after actuarial process, to the designated account of old system. 
On the other hand, those who are qualified with the “Labor Pensions Act” deposit 6% of 
monthly income, in accordance with the labors’ pension level of new system, to the private 
pension account.

4.3 Compensation Package

Topview has the well and competitive compensation system, which is stipulated based 
on the operation performance, market order as well as the competitive index within the 
industry, to inspire our employees. We define the compensation package including basic 
salary, bonuses and dividends for each and every employee based on his/her position, 
average, education, experience, potential, specialty and performance regardless of gender, 
race, nationality, age or other subjective factors.

Salary and Welfare
The salary and welfare system of Topview is strictly in accordance with the regulations 
by government, which includes the minimal wage, annual leave as well as the additional 
welfares, and reviewed periodically to keep and attract more talented people.
With the idea of profits sharing to value every employee, Topview sticks with the 
operational policy, “Employees are Shareowners”, to provide employees with the stock 
purchase and dividend distribution plans. The additional well bonus system, which fairly 
depends on both operational and personal performances, makes Topview one of the 
competitive corporates and demonstrates the determination to be a leading company of 
respecting and valuing each employee.
For the aspect of welfare, specifically speaking, Topview offers group insurance and holds 
a great number of activities, with the assistance from welfare committee, including travel 
plans (domestic and international), birthday party, movie watching, dining gatherings, club 
events, etc., to enrich relationships and leisure time of every employee.

Performance Management
The annual performance review method is held regularly and based on not only 
performance of job objective, capability of execution, manner of attitude, etc., but also the 
fair and reasonable standard from official appraisal form.
All employees of Topview are required to follow this review method to have their 
performances linked with the appraisal form concretely for future promotion and salary 
raise.

Chapter 4Chapter 4
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4.4 Career Training

Respecting cultivation and development for every employee, Topview is convinced that 
only by cultivating more talented people can we reinforce the foundation of competitiveness 
and bring about an excellent base of human resources. In order to earn the critically 
required human resources and the professional skills for each division, Topview has 
pumped abundant resources to provide employees with the well-knit training and cultivating 
courses that facilitate the quality of work and help reach the objectives of vision.

Training Contents
Through the courses based on the practical skills imparting, Topview assists every 
employee to learn the necessary knowledge and expertise, which are practical and can be 
applied to real working environments. In addition, we encourage each one to actively share 
own knowledge with each other. More than that, we especially focus on the orientation 
trainings, which are conducted by individual employer for the period around 3 months, for 
newcomers to rapidly merge with the organizations after on board officially, and further 
help them to adapt into our culture with ease. The detailed contents pertaining to all the 
training courses are described below:
1. Orientation Training: every newcomer will get through the orientation and introducing
    trainings with the assistances from tutors to quickly merge with the environments and 
    cultures of Topview.
2. Professional / Practical Training: to lecture the essential expertise required by each 
    division including Manufacture, Marketing, Sales, R&D, Financial, Management, 
    Procurement, Information, etc.
3. General Education Training: to pass on the operational mission, corporate culture, core 
    values, sense of quality, occupational safety and public hygiene of Topview.
4. DL (Direct Labor) Training:  concerning all the critical knowledge, techniques and 
    operational methods for DL in field operations.
5. Self-developing Training: regarding to language courses, e-leaning, etc.

In 2016, Topview has passed the assessment of Talent Quality-management System 
(TTQS) of Workforce Development Angency (WDA), and received the Human Resource 
Enhancement Program Training subsidies. In 2018, there were 104 training classes for 
in-duty and new joining employees. The all training time was 2038.5 hours and the total 
number of participants was 590. The average training hours for each employee is as 
follows:

Average hours of each employee to take the educational trainings in 2018:

 Average Time

Average training hours per employees 2.41

Training                                        
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4.5 Benefits

Topview adheres to the concept of creating a happy and healthy working environment. 
We offer diversified employee benefits to fulfill the goal of providing a quality working 
environment and creating a corporate culture that values health and happiness of our 
employees. 

Festival Bonus System
Bonuses are issued for the Labor holiday, the Dragon festival, and Mid-Autumn festival.

Annual Employee  Dinning Party
Topiew welfare committee offers annually dining funds for each department to enhance the 
relationship among employees.

Annual Employee Outing
Topview welfare committee offers many leisure activities and subsidies for employee tour; 
the core philosophy of taking care of our employees will be fulfilled more efficiently and 
raise the quality of employee life and work. During 2017to 2018, Topview provided several 
traveling activities for the employees, and invited them to bring their family members to 
have good time together.

Annual Banquet
Each year Topiew Corp. holds a year-end party and prepares scores of prizes and gifts to 
thanks for our employees hard work in the last year.

Annual employee outing

Employee  Dinning Party
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Annual Banquet
Each year Topiew Corp. holds a year-end party and prepares scores of prizes and gifts to 
thanks for our employees hard work in the last year.

Chapter 4
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Badminton club

Cycle club

Softball clubClub Activities
Topview provides funds to encourage employees to create social activities clubs, in 
order to promote healthy lifestyle balancing work and leisure, create physically and 
mentally healthy environment at work, and also promote a sport atmosphere. As result 
of participating in club activities; employees can experience improvement of their work 
efficiency as their mental and physical strength increases, and also improvement of 
interpersonal relations as they have more chances to make friends with colleagues from 
other departments. Currently, Topview has several clubs including basketball, badminton, 
table tennis, jogging, softball, board games, cycling, etc.

Chapter 4

 Jogging  club

Chapter 4
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Board game clubs

Basketball clubCore workout club

Chapter 4 Chapter 4
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4.6 Occupational Safety and Health 

It is one of the most basic duties for a responsible corporate to provide employees with a 
safe and healthy environment for work. Consequently, Topview founded the specific EHS 
(Environment, Health and Safety) department to be in charge of planning, driving and 
verifying the safety and health management for manufacturing plants.

Educational Training for Safety and Health
In an attempt to improve the EHS knowledge of each employee, Topview has set up the 
EHS training courses. Each year, we especially provided both new employee and active 
employees with the EHS educational trainings, fire drills as well as professional training 
courses to ensure safety manner and further decrease losses from disaster.

Occupational Safety and Health Management Performance
Topview has implemented various occupational safety and health requirements. There 
hasn't happen any occupational disease occurred from duty so far and most of the 
accidents are incised injuries from improper hand tools manipulating, which are minor and 
have less impact on duties.

Chemicals Management
Our company does not use highly toxic chemicals and the manufacturing process only 
uses alcohol. Chemicals used in our factory are in accordance with the GHS (Globally 
Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals), a system that set the 
procedures for chemical product management, labeling, storage.

4.7 Care for Employee Health

Topview is aware that the employee is the company’s greatest asset, so we are very 
concerned and we care for employee’s health. In addition to holding regular health 
examination, we not only assign the employee to learn First-Aid course and to provide 
emergency medical support, but also open health courses throughout the year to educate 
our employees on proper health concepts. In order to provide employees with a better 
working environment and fulfill corporate social responsibility, Topview introduced 
ISO 45001 certification in 2019. In addition to straightening independent monitoring of 
work safety and regular work environment monitoring for better work exposure risks 
monitoring, Topview has also introduced full occupational safety and health inspection 
in its manufacturing plant. At the same time, in order to allow all employees to receive 
complete physical and psychological health care, the factory care plan introduced in 2020 
has been implemented, especially focusing on major plans for occupational safety such as 
prevention of human hazards, maternity protection... etc. A complete assessment allows 
each employee's health to be better cared for, and also allows a balance between work 
and life can be achieved.

Regular Health Examination
Administrative department of Topview always holds biennially health examination, which 
provides a more intact examination procedure than the regular one stipulated by laws, 
and meantime we will designate a qualified medical institution to offer health examination 
service at office. Health examination comparisons are as the following table.

Chapter 4

Labor Affairs Department examination items                  Topview examination items

•  Work experience, past medical history, living  

     habits, and self-awareness symptoms.

•  Height, weight, eyesight, color blindness, hearing,
     blood pressure and physical systems  examination. 

•  Chest X ray examination.

•  Urine Protein and Occult Blood examination.

•  Hemachrome and number of white blood cells 
     examination.

•  Blood sugar, ALT or SGPT, creatinine, cholesterol,  
     and triglyceride examinations.

•  Other operations as designated by central  
     government.

•  General examination .

•  Eyesight examination.

•  Urine examination-10 items.

•  Blood examination-22 items.

•  Liver examination-SGPT and SGOT.

•  Gall examination-BILI.

•  Kidney examination-Creatinine.

•  Gout examination-UA.

•  Cholesterol examination-T-G and CHOL.

•  Blood sugar examination-sugar AC.

•  Cancer examination-A.F.P

•  Intraocular pressure-I.O.P

•  Blood calcium, phosphorous-bones.

•  Chest X ray examination.

•  Belly ultrasonic examination.

•  BMI examination-6 items.

•  Doctor enquiry.
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Emergent Medical Treatment with Patient
Topview has assigned employees to participate in the first-aid training and get certificate 
of qualification. Meanwhile employees are encouraged to participate in routine retraining 
courses. Additionally, we also have prepared first-aid kit for the convenience of our 
employees when dealing with common diseases or injuries. 

Chapter 5

Environmental Protection
Topview puts large efforts in advocating the activities for environmental protection. We not 
only comply our own national laws and regulations to be in line with international trends, 
but also actively advocate energy conservation and carbon reduction. Environmental 
sustainability is our long-term target. In terms of product design, we have adopted the 
concept of green design. We also strive to meet the international and local environmental 
laws and regulations to minimize the impact on the environment.

Topview operation activities are mainly surveillance’s development and assembly-based; 
the major energy consumption is electricity usage; the majority of water consumption is 
employee’s daily use; waste is involved in three categories containing general waste, 
industrial waste and recyclable waste, and there is no air pollutants emission. Therefore, 
Topview main scheme of environmental protection is constructed on environmental 
management system, energy management, water resource management and waste 
management. 

5.1 Environmental Management

Topview has introduced and been certified with the ISO 14001 Environmental Management 
System since 1996. Since the establishment of Topview, our company has not violated 
the rules of environmental protection regulation, and our company's environmental policies 
are:

To comply with the environmental policies, 
we are committed to the following promises:

1. Conform to the requirements of the regulations 

    of environmental protection.

2. Keep on advocating the industrial wastes 

    decrement and fulfilling the wastes recycle.

3. Advocate the concept of environmental 

    protection, raising the recognition of

    environmental protection for related vendors.

4. Raise efficiency of energy utilizing.

5. Develop design with green notion to produce 

    more advanced green products.

6. Prevent accident from happening to lessen the 

    possible impacts on environment.

In order to raise the idea of environmental protection and to ensure that our environment 
is solidly free from those impacts coming from employments, Topview strongly asks each 
new employee to take the training courses of environmental management system in 
advance.
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5.2 Energy Management

Our company's main source of electricity is Taiwan Electric Power Company. Taiwan 
Electric Power Company is actively developing green energy in Taiwan. According to the 
CSR report issued by Taiwan Electric Power Company in 2015, the use of renewable 
energy is 5% of the total power supply.

The energy resource utilized by Topview includes electricity used in manufacturing 
operations, consumable gasoline, and diesel. The energy usage from 2014 to 2019 is 
shown on the following table. Among them, the energy used in factory operations accounts 
for most of energy consumption.

2015-2019 energy use report - Taoyuan headquarter

1682,293

1,567

48

1486,000

2,544

46

1450,500

1,453

60

1885,600

2,896

52

2123,200

3,267

50

  Item                           Use scope                  2015              2016                2017             2018             2019

Purchased Electricity 

(KWH)

Gasoline(L)

diesel(L)

Office equipment、
machine device、
Air conditioning、
Lighting

Public car

Note: Wugu headquarter and Taoyuan manufacturing plant were combined from April 
2018. Therefore, since 2018, data of now Taoyuan headquarter has increased compared 
to previous years.

  Item                          Use scope                  2014            2015          2016           2017          2018         2019

2014-2019 energy use report - Taichung branch office

Purchased Electricity 

(KWH)

Office equipment、
machine device、Air 
conditioning、Lighting

961,721135,427177,795 978,21695,555 951,722
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Environmental surveillance
Our company strictly controls its impact on surrounding environment, by monitoring noise 
and air pollution. Additionally we entrusted a third party testing unit for sampling/random 
test, and the test results are qualified.

Transportation
In order to reduce the energy consumption of traffic and transportation, Topview advocate 
government transportation policy for reduction of greenhouse gas emission.
1. Supervise cargo service provider, makes sure that the truck maintenance status is 
qualified. In the same time, Topview adopts package consolidation for reducing transport 
frequency and meeting environmental protection policy. 
2.  Adopt shipping services as much as possible for reducing carbon emission. If there is 
a needs to adopt airfreight, Topview arranges direct flight as a first option to reduce flight 
time and distance.
3.  Introduce video conferencing software to replace face to face meetings, reducing  the 
carbon emission generated by transport to the environment.
4.  Develop lightweight design for product and package,cutting down the required fuel of 
transport.

Environmental Greening
Topview is located in the government planned industrial park. Basing on the results of the 
local environmental impact assessment and promises of corporate social responsibility 
that Topview plans its business, research and development office and manufacture plant. 
As result, the local ecological environment would not suffer significant impact, continues 
to maintain and strengthen the local natural characteristics. Our company also takes 
the initiative to recognize the street area flower garden, to create green landscaping 
environment, promote community green landscaping movement.

Chapter 5
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5.3 Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Management
Topview was aware of the fact that the global climate and environment are deteriorating 
because of greenhouse effect. Being a corporate citizen of planet Earth, Topview fulfills 
its corporate responsibility to fight global warming. Since 2014, we have performed 
Greenhouse gas survey and definitely controlled the status of GHG emission, and 
implemented feasible reduction plans to attain a lower GHG emissions intensity.

The total GHG emission from 2017 to 2018 is illustrated as the following table; the direct 
emission (scope 1) and indirect emission (scope 2) are major survey targets and other 
sources of indirect emission (scope 3) is just regular investigation. In 2018, a total of GHG 
emission is 267.62 tons of CO2e; among all, externally purchased electricity is the largest 
source of GHG emissions (above 98%).

Chapter 5 Chapter 5

Category                Emission 
Greenhouse gas emission(unit: tons of CO2e)

2018~2019 Greenhouse gas inventory

Direct energy 

consumption

(Scope 1)

Indirect energy 

consumption

(Scope 2)

Other sources of 

indirect energy 

consumption

(Scope 3)

Total

Emergency generator
Public car
Car's air conditioning
Chiller
Refrigerator
Drinking fountain

Septic tank

Purchased Electricity 

(KWH)

Raw material 
manufacture/
transportation
Waste management/
emission
Employee business 
trip

3.44

757.161

N/A

760.60

7.72

259.9

N/A

267.62

Wugu          Toayuan         Taichung                    Toayuan          Taichung       

0.0

107.75

N/A

107.75

0.0 N/A

103.259

N/A

103.259

2018 2019

Note: Wugu headquarter and Taoyuan manufacturing plant were combined from April, 2018. Therefore, the data of Wugu headquarter 

will not be updated from March 2018.

Environmental Health Day Promotion
We remind our employees to always pay attention to their own health, eat more fruits 
and vegetables, and develop good environmental protection and energy usage habits. In 
beginning of July 2016 Topview started to advocate the monthly environmental health day 
activities, and took practical actions towards global warming issue.

The Event of Day
1. Use posters to strengthen energy conservation advocacy, such as taking stairs instead 
of elevator, saving water and electricity and so forth.   
2. Encourage employees to eat more fruits and vegetables, and as incentive Topview 
provides free vegetarian lunch to interested employees.
3. Encourage employees to use the most energy-efficient way to go to work, such as: 
riding a bicycle, taking the public transport and so on.
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5.4 Water Resources Management

Topview product manufacturing process does not consume water. Water usage is mainly 
from domestic water consumption and the water used is tap water, not groundwater. 
Although the acquisition and use of water resources is very convenient, the company 
keeps reminding employees the importance of the precious water resources In addition, 
the Environmental Health Day strengthens the propaganda to remind employees to 
actively develop a good habit of water saving, letting it become part of the living habits.

Note: Taichung branch office is a general commercial business building. Water resources are used for 
domestic water usage. The water consumption statistics are managed by the building management office, so 
they are not included in the calculation.

 2014~2019 Water consumption  intensity - Taoyuan headquarter 

Water resource item            Scope         2014          2015          2016          2017           2018       2019

Water supply system

Underground water

Daily use

Without use

5,830

Without 
use

5,793

Without 
use

4,424

Without 
use

7,730

Without 
use

8,068

Without 
use

5,905

Without 
use Control valves at faucet New water-free urinals at men’s toilets

Water Conservation Measures
To conserve water, Topview made improvements to existing facilities of toilets and faucets, 
and further introduced new water-saving facilities of eco marked toilets and faucets to raise 
water efficiency.

Wastewater Management
All products of Topview have zero industrial waste water during the manufacture process, 
but simply generate sewage from domestic water usage.  Domestic sewage complies with 
the regulation of New Taipei City Industrial Park and Taoyuan Guishan   Industry Park, and 
thus domestic sewage produced by Topview is discharged into wastewater treatment plant 
as required, which does not pose pollution on the surrounding water source and land.

Wastewater treatment center personnel from time to time every year, without warning 
samples domestic sewage for testing, and all the results are perfectly in accordance with 
the regulation for wastewater sewage.
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5.5 Waste Management

Waste generated by Topview can be classified into 3 categories: general waste, industrial 
waste and recyclable waste. A total amount of different waste types from 2015 to 2019 are 
shown in the following table.

Types of waste                     Consist of waste                  2015           2016          2017          2018         2019

 2015~2019 total amount of waste - Taoyuan headquarter 

General wastes

Industrial wastes

Recyclable wastes

Domestic wastes

Including cartons, IC trays, 
plastics waste, papers, 
mixed metals

Recyclable waste including
PET bottles, cans,
aluminum cans

23.93t

0.50t

7.58t

51.06t

5.13t

N/A

50.82t

0.46t

9.51t

48.56t

6.30t

N/A

47.58t

38.345t

N/A

Note: The industrial wastes produced by the production are classified and recycled according to the 
regulations.
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5.6 Green Procurement

Topview only uses raw materials that are in accordance with the EU regulations such 
as: RoHS, REACH and so forth, we are more active complying with government policies 
to make business goods meet the environmental protection and energy conservation 
(standard) as a priority. For instance, we use water-saving toilet and faucet effectively 
reduce the use of water resources, and other life consumables such as toilet paper and 
photocopying paper that are green certified. Also we use the computers that are "Energy 
Star" certified.  Apart from this, Toview plans to increase the proportion of environmental 
protected labeled products in the future, for the contribution of a sustainable development 
of the environment. 

Waste removal management
All types of waste generated by Topview are entrusted to professionally qualified 
manufacturers for recycling or processing, and the validity of their waste disposal permit 
is confirmed every year when signing a contract. Topview also inspects its factories from 
time to time to ensure that waste is properly disposed of. General waste: cleaned and 
transported by a professional and qualified disposal company. Taoyuan headquarter: 
transported to Chiayi Lucao Chemical Plant for incineration. Business waste: unified 
recovery and reuse by professional and qualified treatment companies.

Resource waste: the private resource recycling industry will clear and transport it.

Waste reduction
Topview continues to promote waste reduction activities and implement resource recycling 
and classification from the source, such as training correct resource classification methods 
for cleaners, and advocating employees to classify waste.
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Blood Donation Event
Furthermore, the Garden of Hope Foundation provides emotional support and counseling 
for children/teenagers and related personnel who have witnessed domestic violence, 
in form of parent-child talks, psychological counseling, parental education, and related 
professionals to assist. Social work is also organized for educational and supportive 
groups. The foundation includes a total of 176 groups and 1,262 participants. In 2019, a 
total of 776 people were served, including 334 children under the age of 18 who witnessed 
violence, and 442 people who were the main caregivers of children and other important 
people. A total of 776 people served 12,012 people per time.

6.1 Culture Activities

Topview believes that there is more blessing in giving than in receiving; therefore we 
cherish the happiness of the big family composed by all employees, and we always care 
for the vulnerable, while fulfilling corporate social responsibility. Topview hopes through 
transmission of positive energy, all employees are called on to be involved in promoting 
public welfare activities with the purpose of giving back to the society. Since 2016, Topview 
has regularly donated to sponsor the Garden of Hope Foundation; while at the same 
time, employees continue donating invoices and pocket money to the same foundation. 
Donation activities will turn the love of all employees into our contribution to society.

6.2 Charitable Activities

Concern for Disadvantaged Groups
Social influence and environment sustainability are some feedbacks and rewards that 
Topview received from its invested resource on the non-profit foundation. The Garden 
of Hope Foundation not only provides assistance, but also accompanies growth of 
relationships, gives life future direction, and brings profound life changes to serviced 
subjects, which creates values that affect the whole life of the serviced subjects. 

Social Care and Participation

Chapter 6 Chapter 6
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via impacts evaluation
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compliance with regulations and voluntary 
codes concerning the impacts on health 
and safety aspects of products and services 
within the life cycles, by types of outcomes
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which have evaluated risks related to 
corruption and the significant impacts 
identified
Communication and training on anti-
corruption policies and procedures.
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competi t ive behavior, anti- trust,  and 
monopoly practices and their outcomes.
Monetary value of significant fines and total 
number of non-monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with laws and regulations.
Percentage of new suppliers that were 
filtered under the criteria of impacts on 
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Number of grievance cases about impacts 
on society fi led that were registered, 
addressed and dealt with via the official 
recourse mechanism
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To ta l  number  o f  i nc i den ts  o f  non -
compliance with regulations and voluntary 
codes concerning products and service 
information labeling, by types of outcomes

Total  number of  ver i f ied complaints 
regarding breaches of customer privacy 
and losses of customer data

Monetary value of significant fines for non-
compliance with laws and regulations 
concerning the provision and use of 
products and services
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